more than just a kitchen
Imagine a space where you can create, where you can learn and teach — love, entertain, cook fine dinners or a big bowl of mac 'n' cheese. Enjoy your early morning coffee all the while creating vibrant, lasting memories.

Imagine that your Kitchen could be more than just a kitchen.

you no longer have to imagine.
Cook, work, entertain, homework - the kitchen is the new living room.
all the ingredients
FOR A BEAUTIFUL + FUNCTIONAL SPACE
Tailoring your space, for your lifestyle

Kitchen design is no longer just about the door style, colour or futuristic gadgets - it’s also about tailoring your space to fit your needs.

Industry standard counter heights don’t work for everybody, because there’s no such thing as industry-standard humans!

When it comes to base cabinets, consider drawers over doors. They provide easy access to interiors along with being ergonomic.

Convenient and practical storage to keep everything in its place.

Pairing organization with full extension drawers gives you a quick overview of your contents.

Studies show that correct working surface height improves your posture, decreases neck and back pain and can even increase energy!

Organized interiors

FULL EXTENSION DRAWERS

Pairing organization with full extension drawers gives you a quick overview of your contents.

DRAWERS INSTEAD OF DOORS

When it comes to base cabinets, consider drawers over doors. They provide easy access to interiors along with being ergonomic.

ORGANIZED INTERIORS

Convenient and practical storage to keep everything in its place.

WORKING SURFACE HEIGHT

Studies show that correct working surface height improves your posture, decreases neck and back pain and can even increase energy!
DYNAMIC SPACE

Good work flow, ample storage and quality of motion should be as important as the colours and door styles you choose for your space.

CONSUMABLES

Food is kept in the consumables zone. When planning this zone it’s important to ensure that everything’s within easy reach.

NON-CONSUMABLES

The non-consumables zone is designed for flatware, dishes, glasses and plastic containers. That’s why it’s a good idea to have the dishwasher close by.

CLEANING

This zone houses the dishwasher and sink. Cleaning utensils and cleaning agents should be kept here so that everything is close at hand.

PREPARATION

All the items needed for preparing food are kept in this zone. Drawers ensure that they are within easy reach.

COOKING

There should be enough space for pots, pans, lids, and cooking utensils close to the cooktop.
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Be intentional with your storage - you can never have too much! From where you put your mixer to those oversized olive oil bottles - consider what you have, what you want and what works for you.
a space just as inviting as the rest of your home

With the growing focus of form follows function, bathroom design welcomes ample storage for hair dryers, lotions and potions leaving you with a space that’s beautiful and practical.
While kitchens command space and design attention in our homes, the other rooms are often overlooked. Laundry rooms with storage and work space, home bars for entertaining—no reservations required and a home office that simplifies your work flow and stimulates productivity.

something for EVERY ROOM IN YOUR HOME

Maple | FP333 | Antique White Matte
Maple | FP360 | Chantilly Lace
Melamine | LP111H / LP111 | Latitude North / Spring Blossom
Maple | FP763 | Custom Colour
Maple | FP440 | Willow / Charcoal

more than just a kitchen
TRENDING DOOR STYLES

CUSTOM
FP470
PP430
MFP440

FP470
PP430
MFP440

CUSTOM
LP470
PP630
RF470

LP111
PP630
RF470

more than just a kitchen

TALK TO YOUR DESIGNER ABOUT CREATING YOUR CUSTOM DOOR STYLE!
made for you

view more of our selection online
You can take a moment to feel the sand between your toes as you sip your morning coffee; the mist is clearing off the waterfront and the sun is rising off the horizon. Time slows as you enjoy the moments brought by the calming undertones of the Coastal Collection by Decor.

**THE TECHNICAL STUFF**

Available in all door styles and 5 wood species

- Alder (clear & knotty)  
- Cherry  
- Walnut  
- Oak  
- White Rift Cut Oak

**two-toned colourlove:**

- Bonfire Smoke  
- Dusk Morning Coffee  
- Mist Rattan  
- Antique White Matte  
- Fibreboard  
- White Ultra Gloss  
- Fibreboard  
- Snowfall  
- White Decorator’s Maple  
- Chantilly Lace Maple  
- Diamond Frost Maple  
- Distant Grey Maple  
- White Matte Maple  
- Cloud White Maple  
- Cappuccino Alder Natural  
- Hazelnut Walnut  
- Cinnamon Alder Natural  
- Chestnut Cherry  
- Burnt Sienna Cherry  
- Bronze White Rift Oak  
- Teak Exotic Veneer  
- Chestnut Black Glaze Cherry  
- Wenge Exotic Veneer  
- Cafe Mocha Cherry  
- Moreno Alder Natural  
- Vienna Roast Alder Natural  
- Coffee Alder Natural  
- Winchester Oak Saddle Brown  
- Morocco Walnut  
- Dark Chocolate Melamine  
- Espresso White Rift Oak  
- Grey Smoke White Rift Oak  
- Black Fox Maple  
- Espresso Maple  
- Cobblestone Maple  
- Charcoal Alder  
- Ebony Maple  
- Natural Cherry  
- Walnut Exotic Veneer  
- Spring Blossom Melamine  
- Dovetail Maple  
- Gauntlet Grey Maple  
- Beachwood Melamine  
- Natural Cherry  
- Walnut Exotic Veneer  
- Spring Blossom Melamine  
- Dovetail Maple  
- Gauntlet Grey Maple  
- Beachwood Melamine  
- Natural Cherry  
- Walnut Exotic Veneer  
- Spring Blossom Melamine  
- Dovetail Maple  
- Gauntlet Grey Maple  
- Beachwood Melamine  
- Natural Cherry  
- Walnut Exotic Veneer

**FINISHES**

View More of our Selection Online

**Glass options**

Mixing the mediums...

Add even greater interest and beauty to your cabinets with glass feature doors.
CUSTOM FINISH

Whether it’s a colour swatch, a textured material or textile - we can custom match it to create your very own custom colour.

made for you
Like most businesses, Decor Cabinets was born from an idea. Established back in 1977 in the small town of Portage la Prairie, Manitoba, our idea was to create cabinets that customers would enjoy and be able to create a lifetime of warm family memories against a backdrop of cabinetry that reflects their values and lifestyle.

We believe our success lies in developing and maintaining good relationships – with our customers, our dealers, our staff, our suppliers and our local and global community. Decor is dedicated to support various organizations that give help to the needy, lend a hand to those in trouble, and teach values that remind us to show compassion to our neighbor. That is just a part of what makes Decor undeniably different.

Our mission is to create cabinets people love, to bring light to the world and the community, to build life into people’s lives and to leave behind more than we take.

THE DIFFERENCE IS DECOR

making beautiful cabinets, AND BUILDING LIFE INTO PEOPLE’S LIVES

questions FOR MY DESIGNER:


more than just a kitchen
www.decorcabinets.com
UNDENIABLY DIFFERENT